Phase 3–5 grapheme words to practise reading & spelling

Phase 3: Real Words
jacket cobweb jet zip ship goat pain fight park soil corn
fair tear feet main book bath turn cow chat how dinner
ladder

Phase 3: Alien Words
doit poat gair morck sowd chon

Phase 4: Real Words:
fight car-park ladder milk next went dent drink clap trap
flat nest slip tent flag stamp train spoon spark growl from
soft slept lunchbox

Phase 4: Alien Words:
dearth spairt drart florp smeeck kerlf bamp

Phase 5: Real Words
teach fried annoy cried glue chew claw threw blue enjoy true
cloud tray found toes birds wheel toys tissue value why
dolphin donkey spray launch elephant replied goes shirt make
time slide note alone cake these take June shake cube inside
use first

Phase 5: Alien Words
diploy pheen whaip oyder tronkey surkay stome chake froup
gleach trake clube girth doeck

Alternative spellings for phase 5 graphemes
none blouse only future adventure whistle listen plumber climb
read search half would bear world somewhere work please share
care talk wear bowl tow spy dry knife knight sugar chef mention